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The Queen and her Court present a striking combination of ICarleton, Grace Manly, Ellen Southall, Avis Autry. Second I
beauty and grace as they pose on the steps of Wilson. Saturday row: Loretta Lovitt, Doris Talbert, Mary Ellen Garber, Dottie
afternoon at 2:00, the Queen and her Court will reign over Ray Dawson, Queen; Anne Cox, Maid of Honor; Elaine Phelas,
"May Day In A Golden Shrine."
Betsy Auten, Marjorie Yarger. Third row: Annie Laurie Daniel,
Pictured above is Madison's 1958 May Court. Front Row, Frankie Landis, Beverly Pearce, Ellen Turpin, Patsy Bausserleft to right: Lillie Mae Waldron, Alice Pomeroy, Sallie Byrd | man, Pat Schultz, Annie Jagiello, Joyce Casteen, Mitzie Harper. |

May Court
by Bobbi Gentry
The May Day celebration of 1958 will, in every
way, symbolize the true character of our college—its
lasting beauty, its note-worthy achievements, and its
loyalty to the memorable history of its beginning.
Many alumnae will be returning to witness and
participate in these activities. Such an expression of
loyalty is just another example of the devotion held
for Madison by those who once matriculated on this
campus. This May Day celebration characterizes more
than the culmination of 50 years of growth; it also
stands for an abundance of love and loyalty shown by
her alumnae.
Spring has done her share by enveloping the campus with her beauty. Her green velvet carpet has unfolded before our eyes as an assurance that she, too,
supports and upholds our traditions. When Mother
Nature so obviously shows her approval, our May Day
is surely destined to be a beautiful thing.
The festivities, which will mark our Golden Anniversary, will be highlighted by the presentation of a
beautiful and graceful May Court and the crowning of
our lovely May Queen by Madison's President, G.
Tyler Miller.
Adorned in the traditional long white gown, Dottie Ray Dawson, will reign as Queen of the May Day
celebration. Serving as Maid of Honor Anne Cox will
also be gowned in white.
Dottie Ray hails from Richmond, Virginia and is
majoring in biology and psychology. Anne makes her
home in Norfolk and is majoring in business education.
No college can boast of a lovelier Queen and Court,
as you will see when an array of blue descends on the
dark green carpet of the quadrangle. Every heart will
swell with pride as the procession of Madison beauties
makes its way to the stately throne on the steps of
Wilson.
Serving the Queen as maids are: Betsy Auten, an
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Fourth row: Carroll Sue Sink, Carrie Lou Jeter, Caroline Evans,
Hope McAlphin, Nancy Brown, Shirley Stewart, Kay Ballagh,
Mary Ann Wertz, Kitty Kelley, Pat Compton, Connie Faulder,
Shirley Grimes.
Absent from the picture is Ella Sue Kiracofe.

May First

English major from Richmond; Kay Ballagh, an elementary education major from Lynchburg; Annie
Laurie Daniel, a psychology major from Lexington;
Mary Ellen Garber, an elementary education major
from Richmond; Shirely Grimes, a psychology and
philosophy major from Max Meadows; Carrie Lou
Jeter, a French major .from Big Stone Gap; Frankie
Landis, a business major from Harrisonburg; Grace
Manly, an English major from Washington, D. C.;
Carroll Sue Sink, an elementary education major from
Roanoke; Sally Smith, a social science major from
Gainesboro; Ellen Turpin, an English major from
Wytheville; and Clara Wilson, a home economics major from Staunton, Delaware.
The court attendants will be: Connie Lou Faulder,
an English major from Hagerstown, Maryland; Mitzie
Harper, a mathematics major from New Kent; Annie
Jagiello, an English major from Winchester; Kitty
Kelly, a social science major from Richmond; Ella Sue
Kiracofe, a music major from Staunton; Loretta Lovitt,
a business major from Norfolk; Hope McAlphin, an art
major from Glasgow; Beverly Pearce, a business major from Pulaski; Elaine" Phelas, a biology major from
Washington, D. C.; Alice Pomeroy, an elementary education major also from Washington; Pat Shultz, a physical education major from Waynesboro; Shirley
Stewart, a physical education major from Front Royal;
Sallie Byrd Carleton, a biology major from Hampton,
and Ellen Southall, a physical education major from
Jetersville.
Also serving as attendants will be: Joyce Casteen,
an English major from Norfolk; Pat Compton, an elementary education major from South Boston; Caroline
Evans, a home economics major from McLean; Avis
Autry, a music major from Perry Point, Maryland; Pat
Bosserman, a business major from Weyers Cave; Nancy
Brown, an English major from Bevelry, New Jersey;
Doris Talbert, a physical education major from St.

Paul; Lillie Mae Waldron, a physical education major
from Berit Mountain; and Marjorie Yarger, a home
economics major from Alexandria.
«
YoU will have two occasions to see the Queen
and her court in their May Day finery. The second
occasion will be at the Anniversary Ball to be held Saturday night at 9.00 p.m. The entire court will be presented in the figure, which is always a greatly anticipated part of the dance.
The Athletic Association has devoted a great deal
of time to this May Day program, in an effort to make
this celebration the finest one ever. This day commemorates the forty-fifth May Day celebration, the first
one having been held in 1913. A "successful May Day
is ^inevitable.
Never before in Madison's history has such an extensive celebration been held. This year, because we
are celebrating our Golden Anniversary, more planning
was necessary, and through the necessity for big plans,
our May Day has grown into one of the most memorable events in oUr history.
Those'girls participating in this event must feel a
great deal of pride that they were chosen to take part
in a day which will be so long remembered by all who
witness it.
For those who watched this May Day grow, for
those who will watch from the sidelines, may this day
be a constant reminderqf Madison's traditions and
ideals.
'
Although every college or university stands primarily for scholastic attainment, no institution of learning could stand for anything more precious than beauty.
Madison, her past and ner present, have clearly proven
that they stand for a beauty that far surpasses the expectations of its founders.
The future, if it can be determined in part by the
present, can only reflect more vividly the beauty of our
college.
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Reservations Must Be In EarlyResort Expects Capacity Crowd

What's Your Opinion?

by Ellen Raines
After winter has drained the color from even the ruddiest person and everyone looks as though she were just recovering from a
bad case of flu, measles, and African sleeping sickness combined, a
trip to Madison's Health Resort is the sure thing for getting back
that healthy glow of summer. Our resort is located back campus
just off the C & W Railroad. ,

Something new has been added to Madison College's annual
May Day program. In addition to the traditional May court festivities, an Arts Festival is being sponsored by the College Division of Humanities and the A.A., this year.
The idea for such a program originated in the Division of
Humanities as an effort to relate more closely the work of the four
departments. Since this year marks the fiftieth anniversary of our
founding, this seems an appropriate time for introducing the program.
We are fortunate in having two outstanding personalities to
address us on this occasion. This type of program serves to add
to the prestige and reputation of our college, as well as to broaden
our own cultural education. The administration feels that the
event is sufficiently worthwhile to merit the dismissal of classes so
that students may attend the lectures.
Similar programs are carried on as annual events in many colleges and universities. Perhaps Madison College too, will wish to
continue this in some form as an annual part of its May Day celebration. Do you feel that such a program is worthy of being continued? Let us know your opinions.
. M.F.G.

The main cry around the old campus seems to be, "Welcome back!
How in the world have you been?"
We are all so glad to see returning
classmates, friends, sisters, and relatives. These people returning to campus certainly help to set the mood
for our May Day and Fiftieth Anniversary celebration.
Glad to have
you around again!!
It has been the sincere desire of
your BREEZE staff to make this
May Day issue one that will serve
you,now by giving information about
the various programs, and also, in the
future as a record of our Fiftieth
Anniversary celebration. We, on the
staff, hope you find all desired information in this issue.
Those of you who did not go to
dinner in the "D" hall last Tuesday
night really missed a lot of fun. Our
\
YWCA deserves a big thanks for
Today and tomorrow we are celebrating the Fiftieth 'Anniverfurnishing us with such an entertainsary of Madison College. As we are enjoying the festivities of this
ing meal show while supporting a
Rain seems to have taken over—Waiting for the sun are Margaret occasion, let us also attempt to comprehend the progress of Madiworthy cause. The faculty seemed Baumgardner, Virginia Faulkner, Geraldine Whitmer and Carolyn Walker.
son.
to have as much fun as the students.
The only reservation you need is pleasant surroundings. You will feel
What is progress ? Many times we have a tendency to look
The fun and fellowship shared by
a pale look and the energy to walk at home at our resort, for you will
students and faculty alike lifted the
only at the finished product, such as the beauty of our campus and
over the hill. You must bring your be with people whom you meet every
spirits of both concerned. If more
the
material things Madison offers us, and call this progress. As
own bed, medications, food, and water. day, people who face the same probthings could be planned to provide
Webster defines progress, it is not the finished product, it is the
'
this atmosphere, maybe we would All other things are furnished, includ- lems you face.
ing lots for setting up camp and a
"onward course."
. •
.
see more school spirit and better
Plan to spend your free time with
guaranteed
15
minutes
of
sunshine
a
Having the Madison that we have today, during this celebraunderstanding around the campus.
us. ami lei your motto be, "Have
Those that can laugh together, work day.
tion
may we recognize and strive to understand the struggles of
Our resort overlooks the beautiful sunlotion, will travel."
together better. Sometimes it is surmany people, the people who have continued this "onward-course,"
prising how much is shared and said "Crooked Creek" and the quiet beaufor
our school.
ty
of
"Lullaby
Hollow."
This
is
just
•in a laugh. Thanks to all who made
the
place
to
forget
such
everyday
The success of our school has not been accomplished through
Tuesday night an unforgettable one.
worries as exams, tests, and term
the
efforts
of a few interested persons; it is because of the efforts
Congratulations are certainly in
We, as members of the sophomore
order to the senior class officers of papers. Let the soft putter of tennis
class, would like to take this oppor- of many who are united and working together toward a common
1959. Yours is the' responsibility of balls and the gentle swishing of golf
tunity to thank everyone who was goal—a better Madison.
leading the class of '59 in its last year balls lull you to more pleasant dreams.
influential
in helping to clear up our
Today, we are looking at the product of the past fifty years,
Health is of strictest Importance in
here at Madison. This in itself is a
rooming
problem.
oui
world
today,
and
nothing
could
and
the finished product of the year 2008 will be the result of our
heavy responsibility, for a class leaves
be
more
healthful
than
a
trip
to
our
its imprint on the college chiefly durAnyone who does not believe, as progress. Madison is going to be just as great as we make it
ing its last year. May good judg- resort. Soak up some of nature's we were once tempted to believe, that because the progress of Madison is our responsibility.
ment, sincerity and support be present boon to healthy living, the sun, in the Student Government Association
B.J.C.
at all times.
is not your association, working for
Bring your cameras and I'll see you
you and having your feelings in mind,
at the "quad" tomprrow. You gals
can wisely profit from our experiin the May Court, don't forget to
ence. On receiving an official letter
smile for the shutter bugs.
from the sophomore class stating
The home economics staff and stuSee you there ....
what we felt and desired. SGA took
dents are, at present, busy making
o——
Gamma Kappa Chapter of Zeta Tau
suggestions to be used by the state immediate action and investigated the
entire situation. After considering all Alpha social sorority will present its
architect for the new economics buildfactors, they reversed a previous de- annual award, as a part of the Awards
ing which will, in the near future, be
cision
and designated Wayland and Assembly Program in May, to an outlocated where the college infirmary
standing senior in the field of educaThe Women's College of the Uni- now stands. As it stands now the Gifford Halls as the dormitories to
tion.
versity of North Carolina, Greens- college infirmary will be located on be used to house the members of the
incoming junior class.
The winner, according to criteria
boro, North Carolina, will have a the other side of Burruss.
by Larry Bohnert
set
up by the committee, must be a
dance group visiting Madison ColMiss Barbara Bowman from the
We also wish to offer a special
As the semester draws to a hasty
lege for the "Golden Anniversary."
Self-Rising Institute, Chicago, Illinois, vote of thanks to our president, senior enrolled in a teaching curriculum,
who
has
a
cumulative
quality
close,
the calendar of activities is filled
The group, consisting of five girls, will visit the home economics depart- Martha Duke, who most wisely repoint
rating
of
at
least'
3.25.
She
with
picnics, parties, ' and last-time
will present a percussion number, ment on Friday, May 9, to give a frained us from taking any rash acshould
have
participated
in
major
and
flings.
Treasurers in all organizawith the aid of a drum as their only demonstration. Also this week final tion, which would have hurt us in the
minor
activities,
and
be
a
person
of
tions,
have
nagged, pleaded and begmeans of music, and another dance arrangements for the school lunch long run. It was she who was regood
citizenship,
possessing
sound
ged
for
dues
all year long. Now,
during the May Day ceremonies.
conference were made.
sponsible for organizing the class so
they
watch
rather
despondently as
moral
values,
poise,
a
good
profesA master class, under the direction
Invitations are now being extended that we would approach the situation
sional attitude, and show promise of the "cabbage" is racked from the
of Miss Moo Maw, the dance group to the faculty and students to attend in a mature manner.
professional competency. It is not vaults and alloted in one lump sum
director, will be held in Reed Gym, the home economics clothing exhibit
Even though this is not an official necessary that the winner be a mem- for an enormous feast.
Saturday morning at 10:30. Orchesis on Thursday, May 15, from 9:00 a.m.
This is the month that studies are
letter from the sophomore class, we ber of Zeta Tau Alpha or of any
members and modern dance classes to 3:30 p.m. in Maury Hall.
other
sorority.
This
is
the
second
hampered
by the sunbathing fever—
have first preference. Others interA series of Radio programs on feel sure, that this is an expression
year
of
the
award.
or
is
it
the
other way around?
ested may contact Carole Dunaway, WSVA are being presented by the of the feelings of most of our class.
Senior 315.
Ellen Ash ton
Verbeana was the ohosen spot for
junior nutrition classes.
Carol Dunaway
Sigma Delta Rhos' formal initiation
and steak dinner held lasty^Friday
/
night. Now on full stomachs and
Congratulations . . . ,
with slight indigestion the frat memA number of Madison students
bers must direct their attention away
have recently exercised their right of
FOUNDED 1932
from food and frolic and concentrate
freedom of thought, inquiry, and exPub t>
on the election of next year's officers.
" *<' W«tMy by tbt Slwd*nt Body of fcadlton College, Horriionburg, Virginia
pression. Shall we conform or shall
MfMBER OF.
John Buchanan is wielding the
we show^a little independent thought
If you happen to see someone on S.G.O. gavel now, and is trying to
National Advertising Service, Inc., Intercollegiate Proa,
and action? This was the uprising campus wearing white, with a black
Auoclorad Colloglato Pratt. Virginia lnr.rcoll.giot. Prtu
close up all the last minute details
junior- class's burning social issue last band around her arm, she isn't going
EDITOI-IN-CHIEF
BUSINESS MANAGER
before
next year. Yea! Somebody
Patricia Nlcholat
week. Their disloyal disbelief, and to a funeral—she is just an SGA
Marilyn Thomai
did mention a picnic. Could we have
FACULTY ADVISOR
suspicious controversy has helped representative conducting guided a treasurer's report?
Oscar E. Banht
bring
about certain privileges which tours over campus. These tours will
EDITORIAL BOARD
Later!
ASSOCIATE EDITOt
would not have been ' obtained had be conducted every hour, leaving from
. Barbara Gantry
NEWS EDITOR
Carol* Dunaway
they not protected their rights in the Wilson Hall. Their purpose is to betFEATURI EDITOR
Ellon Rainei
face of persistent tension.
ter acquaint visitors and alumnae with
SPORTS EDITOR
Ellon Athlon
MAKE-UP EDITOR
the
buildings and facilities of Madi.... Judy Reynold!
Conformity can reach . the point son College.
Jan* Geoghegan
where controversy itself is undesirLoving and Eternal God, make
Pat Davlot
Your SGA representatives will also
COPY EDITOR
able. As quoted from Time, "RadiAnna Bland Falton
your
presence known to each of
Jackie J.ffreu
calism among college students, once be seen at the registration desk in
us
as
we live and enjoy the preciHEADLINE EDITOR
Fay* Morgan
a powerful stimulus to campus thought Wilson Hall.
RE-WRITE EDITOR
ous spring-time.
Eleanor Birth
EDITORIAL STAFF ..
The Social committe, an important
and discussion, "has almost completely
Especially now, grant us patiWill* Jean Cook
part
of SGA is responsible for the
disappeared;
student
organizations
Marguerite Gordon
ence
to live each day to the fullest,
NEWS CO-ORDINATOR ....
Shirley Jacob*
are now described as 'conservative planning of the "Anniversary Ball"
and help us to do the tasks at
ADVERTISING MANAGER
Jockl* Pearcey
and resigned'." Let's use our student being held in Reed at 9:00 p.m.. Sathand the very best that we can.
Alice Comolvo
DISTRIBUTION MANAGE!
organizations
as a means of uncur- urday. The Standards committee is
••*> Lou Wirheringlon
We thank Thee for our blessings
CHIEF TYPIST
„.
tailed student expression, not as a in charge of the refreshments to be
Velma Walker
without number, and pray that our
,,„,,««
Carolyn Pm*y, Mary Frond, Tyler
means of going through the daily, served at intermission..
lives may reflect Thy goodness.
UPOmK
Jan. GarraH, Mo* P. Tyl.r,
weekly, monthly motions.
We
wish
to
extend
a
most
hearty
Accept this prayer today in Thy
Diane Waldr.p, Batty Rot*,
Are we living on a frightened cam- welcome to all and hope that you
Dorii Shilllegtmrg, Suti* Snedegar,
Son's name.
pus?
Nancy WhiH.y and Kilty Swi.her
will enjoy this Fiftieth Anniversary
Amen.
Jean Kitchen celebration.
Mary Ellen Garber

What Is Progress?

Letter To Editor

Home Economics
Department Busy

Sorority Presents
Its Annual Award

Carolina Dancers
Aid With Program

What's New
In
Stu-Gu

Today's Prayer

J
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Contemporary Poet
Comes To Madison
John Orley.Allen Tate, recognized
as one of the most important contemporary American critics, will deliver
a reading and lecture on Friday, May
2 at 3 p.m. in Wilson Auditorium.
The descendant of three officers of
the American Revolution, and son of
John Orley and Nellie Varnell Tate,
Allen Tate astonished his teachers
when he entered private school in
Louisville, Kentucky by reciting "The
Chambered Nautilus" andv"To Helen"
at the age of nine. From" that time
Mr. Tate has risen to a literary
status which has motivated critics to
compare him to Jonson as a poet's
poet and a critic's poet. In fact he
has become a leader of the corps of
critic poets. He is as well known for
his literary criticism as for his poetry.

>

Tate, a native of Winchester, Kentucky, was born on November 19,
1899. His education began at home
and continued at private schools in
Louisville. After receiving his B.A.
Magna Cum Laude and membership
in Phi Beta Kappa in 1922, he received
his Litt. D. honoris causa from the
University of Louisville in 1948; Coe
College in 1955; and Colgate University in 1956.
Tate, as a member of a famous
group of southern poets known first
as the "Fugitives" became one of the
founders and editors of The Fugitive.
He has served as a member of the
Phi Beta Kappa Senate, 1951-1953,
Literary delegate to the UNESCO
Conference on the Arts in Venice,
Fulbright lecturer at Oxford University, and Fulbright professor at the
University of Rome.
He has been an occasional lecturer
at Columbia, Yale, Harvard, Vassar,
Smith., Johns Hopkins, The Sorbonne,
University of Leige and many other
universities. The Yale Review, The
New Republic, The Kengon Review,
The Virginia Quarterly Review, and
Poetry: A Magazine of Verse have
received his contributions of verse and
essays.
His poem, "Ode to Confederate
Dead" may be one of the most outstanding ones to us at Madison. However, his books, such as Mr. Pope and
other Poems, 1928, Stonewall Jackson, The Good Soldier 1928, The
Forlorn Demon 1953, The Man of
Letters in the Modern World 1955,
and his book with others, I'll Take
My Stand, by twelve southerners are
only few of the lasting contributions
which will remain in the memorials
of American literature.

Cartoonist Contest
Open To Students
Attention cartoon enthusiasts! A
"Campus Cartoonist of the Year"
contest is being sponsored by Box
Cards Inc., just for you.
Through your participation, one of
you may win a free, all expense paid,
7-day trip to Paris, France, via
Trans World Airlines.
For the second year, the people at
Box Cards are proud to be able to
sponsor the Campus Cartoonist Contest on Madison's Campus.
They
are again starting their nationwide
search to find the No. 1 cartoonist
who is an active student at one of the
universities or colleges around the
country.
Three of the world's foremost humorists, Groucho Marx, Steve Allen,
and Al Capp, have consented for the
second time to serve as judges in
this contest. They agree with the
sponsors that the nation's reservoir
of talent is its young people, and
have volunteered their time and services to help Box Cards in its search.
All those interested in entering this
contest may contact Carole Dunaway
in Senior 315.

Reminder
This is a reminder to all concerned. Since the parking lots behind Wilson and Maury have been
opened, the parking regulations
concerning the blocking of drive
ways will be enforced.

Three

Hale. Novelist
Madison Welcomes Returning Alumni Nancy
Speaker On Campus
Nancy Hale, American novelist and
short story writer, will be our guest
lecturer Saturday, May 2. At 11:30
a.m. she will bring to us the lecture,
"Idea in the Short Story."
Nancy, the only child of Philip L.
Hale and Lilian Wescott Hale, was
born in Boston, Massachusetts on
May 16, 1908. She was reared in
Dedham, Massachusetts and attended
the Windsor School in Boston. After
her debut, she studied at the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts and at her
father's studio.
The realms of such colorful and
famous individuals as Edward Everett
Hale, Harriet Beecher Stowe, and
Nathan Hale are a part of her family
history. Her parents, both artists,
are also interesting figures in her family background.
However, Nancy's history will earn
Dean Tolbert, Dean Wilkins and President Miller seem to have agreed on an appropriate greeting for the
her
own laurels. At the tender age
Alumnae. Absent from the picture is Dean Warren, who was out of town.
of eleven she placed her first short
story in the Boston Herald. At twenty, New York city beckoned and she
Dear
Alumni:
Dear
Alumnae:
Dear Alumni:
It is always a pleasure to welcome
As a new member of the staff and served as assistant editor of Vogue.
It is indeed a pleasure to welcome
you to Homecoming and The Arts you back to Madison. We are es- faculty at Madison College, and as As the first woman reporter on the
Festival. We are delighted to have pecially happy to have you with us one occupying a new position—Dean New York Times, she served from
you back at your Alma Mater and this year for our Arts Festival which of Students—I take a great pleasure 1928 to 1936. During this time she
hope that you will attend all of the has been arranged as one of five ob- in welcoming you, our alumnae, back received the O. Henry Memorial Prize
events that have been arranged for servances, in celebration of our Fif- to the campus for the events, of the for her short stories.
Since then she has written for such
tieth or Golden Anniversary, in con- Fiftieth Anniversary Celebration —
this week-end.
magazines
as Ladies Home Journal,
junction
with
the
Homecoming-May
May
Day
and
the
Arts
Festival.
I
I hope very much that I will have
the pleasure of greeting each of you Day program. We trust your stay have not had the opportunity to get the New Yorker, American Mercury,
here will be pleasant and interesting to know you, and I am looking for- and Harpers Magazine. Her principal
personally.
and that you will enjoy associations ward to meeting you, learning about works include The Prodigal Woman,
Sincerely yours,
with former classmates and other your present work and your opinion 1942, The Young Die Good, ■ 1932,
Percy H. Warren, Dean
of your preparation while at Madi- Never Any More, 1934, Between the
friends.
I hope I shall have the pleasure of son, and discussing the activities and Dark and the Daylight, 1943, and the
seeing many of you while you are on plans of my office with you. As Sign of Jonah, 1950. Her numerous
the campus.
alumnae, you represent our main con- short stories, such as The Earliest
Sincerely yours,
tact with your communities and with Dreams, are well known by many of
G. Tyler Miller, President young people who are planning their us.
This May, her new book entitled
by Diana Boelt
o
college careers. Therefore, your interest in Madison will undoubtedly A New England Girlhood will make
The Stratford Players of Madison
be a factor in determining what peo- its appearance. This book, described
will present a drama, The Theatre
ple in your community think about as a collection of quasi-biographical
of the Soul in Wilson Auditorium Dear Alumni and Alumnae:
pieces from the New Yorker, has an
our College.
Friday, May 2, at 7:30.
Each year Homecoming is an ocLet me say again how happy we interesting background. Miss Hale's
Written by Nikolai Yevreinov, the casion to which we look forward. We are to have you with'Won this very grandfather, Edward Everett Hale
play is a type of satire on psycho- always hope that many of you will re- significant occasion in the develop- published in 1889 a collection of
analysis, according to Dr. Mary E. turn.
ment of Madison College. We hope pieces about his Boston childhood in
Latimer, faculty director of the StratThis year we are having a gala oc- that your visit will be a very en- A New England Boyhood. Some years
ford Players. Its one scene takes casion; therefore, we are especially joyable one and that you will re- before, his kinswoman had introduced
place within a man's chest where his happy to have you come to celebrate turn often.
A New England Girlhood. Such a
emotional being (Eddie Broyles) and this Fiftieth Anniversary of the. Colbackground
makes the title, as Miss
Most sincerely,
his rational being (Wayne Garber) lege.
Hale
would
say—"rather a family
E. L. Tolbert,
conflict over the type of woman to
We shall be glad to have you come -s^
title."
Dean of Students
whom each is loyal.
to our office in Alumnae. Do come.
In 1937 Miss Hale moved to Charo———
The two women are symbolized
Sincerely yours,
lottesville, Virginia where her husby dancers (Barbara Edwards and
Ruth Jones Wilkins
band was professor of English at the
Connie Faulder).
Other characters
Dean of Women
University of Virginia. There she
FRIDAY, MAY 2, 1958
are the wife of the emotional self
became
engaged in theatre writing
1:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.—Registration
(Ann Carol Younkins), the wife of
from
which
two comedies, "The Best
for rooms—Alumnae Hall.
the rational self (Judy Bair), the pro6:00 p.m.—Dinner (informal) — Of Everything" and "Somewhere She
fessor (Eldon Layman), the porter
Harrison Hall, Bluestone Din- Dances," were produced by the Vir(Bill Crabill), and the Soul of the
ing Room (out-of-town Alum- ginia Players.
man (Guy Pfoutz).
The fact that Miss Hale has served
ni)
Sally McGavock, a 1957 graduate
9:30 p.m.-10:30 — Informal get- as a member of the board of directors
of Madison, designed the set for the
of the League of Women Voters
to-gether. Alumnae Hall.
play. The only furniture used is a
should give her credit for civic laurels
SATURDAY, MAY 3, 1958
pedestal and a telephone by which
as
well as literary laurels,
8:30 a.m.—Registration for rooms
the two cells, emotional and rational,
o
—Alumnae Hall.
communicate with the man's brain.
9:00 a.m.-l0:30 a.m. — Coffee
New officers of the Stratford PlayHour — Alumnae Hall, (for
ers are: president, Joanne Snead; vice
faculty and all Alumni) Courpresident, Judy Vought; secretary,
tesy Harrisonburg Alumnae
In honor of the fiftieth anniversary
Ann Carol Younkins; business manChapter.
of
Madison College, the theme for the
ager, Marilyn Miller; publicity, Mary10:30 a.m.-ll:30 a.m. Business
May
Day ceremonies on Saturday,
del Stockdale; recorder of points, Elmeeting of General Alumni
May
3,
will be "Golden Years."
don Layman.
Association —%Wilson Hall
There
are several special attractions
A familiar and beloved personality
. Auditorium.
included
in Saturday afternoon's feson Madison's campus, Mrs. Agness
1:00 p.m. — Alumni Luncheon —
Dingledine, offers her greeting to retivities.
First of all, past May
Harrison Hall, Bluestone Dinturning Alumnae.
Queens
have
accepted invitations to
ing Room (for Faculty, AlumBest Leader: Mary Wood
participate
in
the
special program and
ni, and Senior Class RepresenBest All Around: Alma Brown
will
be
on
hand
to
help celebrate the
tatives).
Most Intelligent: Gayle Fitzgerald Dear Alumnae:
golden
anniversary
of their Alma
3:00 p.m. — May Day Program.
Most Athletic: Evelyn Smith
Mater.
Greetings to one and all! Madison
6:00 p.m. — Dinner, (informal)
Wittiest: Patti Smith
Music provided by the Concert
College salutes you on this her GoldHarrison Hall, Bluestone DinMost Literary: Dorris Smith
Choir
will officially open the May
en Anniversary Homecoming.
She
ing Room.
Most Dramatic: Judy Murphy
Day
ceremonies
at 3:00 Saturday afhopes you will enjoy to the fullest
7:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m. — Musical
Most Musical: Catherine Philippe all of the events of our Arts Festival,
ternoon.
After
a general welcome
Concert — Group of Madison
Best Looking Boy: Mike Whitmire our May Day celebration and our
and
introduction
by Sara Welch,
Alumni — Wilson Auditorium.
Best Looking Girl: Bobbie Lee Alumni entertainment.
president of Athletic Association, the
9:00 p.m.-12 p.m. — May Day
Lloyd
returning May Queens will be introYou can be proud of your Alma
Dance — Reed Gymnasium.
Most Sophisticated: Aida de-Luca
duced.
Mater, of what she has done, of
Most Artistic: Nahid Beijan
Following these introductions, the
what she is now doing, and of what
Most Business-Like: Billie Jean she hopes to do in an ever growing
Madrigal singers will sing the first
Cook
Alma Mater, after which the 1958
sphere of usefulness. She is proud
Most Versatile: Alma Brown
May Court will be presented. The
Friday,
May
2
of you and of the outstandingly fine
Most Original: Patty Jernigan
2:30 p.m. Arts Festival
Madison College Band, under the
contributions of life you are making
Friendliest: Nancy Harmon
direction of Clifford Marshall, will
Saturday, May 3
m your various fields of activity.
Most Dignified: Susan Moyar
play for the processional and reces3:00 p.m. May Day Ceremonies
With the able leadership of our
Happiest: Jo Anna Wade
sional. After President G. Tyler Mil8:00 p.m. Concert
President, Dr. G. Tyler Miller, supMost Stylish: Winnie Barrett
9:00
p.m.
"Anniversary
Ball"
ler
has crowned Dottie Ray Dawported by a well-trained, efficient and
Most Likely to Succeed—
son
queen of the May, the choir will
Sunday,
May
4
dedicated faculty and a fine loyal
CLASS OF '61
dedicate
a song to the Queen and her
ATTEND
THE
CHURCH
OF
student body, Madison College endeavcourt. Following the song, the proYOUR CHOICE
ors to preserve the best of the past,
gram will be dedicated to the 1958
-to add to it the best of the present, Tuesday, May 6
Court, all past Queens, and the properman Club picnic
and looks forward to the challenge
gram will commence.
All seniors not having a free pass of the future with hope and courage. Wednesday, May 7
Dances taken from scenes of former
j!2:00
noon
Assembly
since they've been in school, leave
Yours sincerely,
May
Days will be presented, as well
Thursday,
May
8
name in the BREEZE room.
Mrs. Agness Dingledine
as
many
singing arrangements.
A.C.E.
picnic
Alumnae Secretary

Welcome To Festival Miller Greets Alumni Meet Dean Tolbert

Stratford Players
To Present Drama

Wilkins Welcomes You

Attention Alumni

"Golden Years" Theme
May Day Ceremonies

Freshmen Mirror

Madison Salutes You

CALENDAR

Notice

^

Four

Alumni Return for Homecoming

Classes To Express
Ideas In Decorations
The four classes of Madison College are competing once again for the
first place traditional May Day decorations. Because of the Golden Anniversary, the Recreation Council decided that the general theme of the
campus decorations would be the four
individual classes expressing their
ideas concerning this occasion.
Each class has chosen their site
according to seniority. As a result,
the senior class is working on the
main gate with Betty May Neal
serving as chairman.
Serving as chairman of the junior
class is Judy Grove, who is busily
working on the lower gate (across
Practicing for "King Midas" are Pat Hammond, Mae Frame, JoAnne
the street from Doc's).
Belda, Connie Witul, Bev McGinnis, Linda Knapp and Karen Marshall.
Ellen Ashton, chairman of the
sophomore committe has selected
Harrison Hall.
The freshman class has Ellen Davis,
who is chairman ef decorating the
north gate (by the hospital).
This year, the prize will be one day,
by Carole Dunaway
the day to be chosen by the winning
"King Midas has touched the world in the early morning dew.
class, to cut campus. In this way,
each member of that class will bene- Each buttercup and daffodill ..,_..." These words will be heard
fit directly from the award.
Saturday when the opening dance is introduced.
The judging will'occur at 1:30 p.m.
The girls participating in this dance are Bev McGinnis, JoAnne
on Saturday with Miss Frances Grove
Belda,
Pat Hammond, Mae Erame, Karen Marshall, Connie Witul,
as chairman, and Dr. Glenn* Smith,
Dr. Mary Latimer, Miss Margaret and Linda Knapp.
Drifting into the not-so-long-ago Flora, Martha Talman, Dee Smith,
McClelland, and Dr. Mildred Hoyt
all serving as judges. The winning past we have "Johnny Comes March- Frances Evans", Sara Jane Shearer,
class will be announced directly be- ing Home" performed by Nancy Betty Snellings, Bonnie Miller, Vickie
fore -the May Day Program begins. Hooper. Nancy will be accompanied Hall, Nancy Blunt, Miss Marion
O'Neill, Barbara Cooley, Frances
The lamps on the campus will be by the Madrigals.
decorated by a special committee
Each dance is being based on a Kibler, Betty Stone, and Margaret
selected by Mary Wood, president of theme from a preceding May Day Mauck.
Everyone loves a County Fair, thu6
the freshmen class.
since 1913, when the first May Day
from
May Day 1953, the liveliness
Just a word of appreciation to Miss was held. To represent the years beand
excitement
of a county fair will
Glada Walker for her help in giving tween 1920-1929 a dance entitled
each class many ideas concerning "Fairy-land" will be presented. The be portrayed. The dancers are: Conequipment necessary in the promotion theme of this dance is based on nie Carr, Cynthia McGrath, Gail Gray,
of their ideas.
''Somewhere Over the Rainbow." Be- Peggy Sue Via, Isabelle Walters,
-—o
yond this rainbow is a happiness Nancy Close, Evelyn Arrington, Doroshop. The shop is empty as the en- thy Johnson, Anne Brubaker, Patti
tire populace has joined us in our Hamill, Kitty Swisher, Clara Faw,
spring festivities.
These girls are Judy Huffman, Mary Hope Stowers,
Libby Mehailescu,
Marie Brack, Nora Jean Fouks, Pam Guy, Laura
Nancy Clements, Meredith Green, Fox, Lee Tomlinson and Audra
Four art exhibits in connection with Lloyd Dickens, Ruth Logan, Kathy Bean.
the May Day Festivities will be held Warburton, Sara Ledford, Joan Hixon,
Within every county fair there are
on Friday and Saturday, May 2 and 3. Ellen Cooke and Carole Jean Hicks. Spanish dancers, thus we can't forThe major exhibit will be on secA venture into Sherwood Forest get them. Nahid Beijan and Sara
ond floor of Alumnae Hall. It will brings us upon Robin Hood and his Ledford will be the sparkling, lively
be composed of paintings by profes- Merry Men. This theme was selected dancers in this series. '
sors of painting from such Virginia from the May Day of 1934. MarTo link the past with the present
Colleges as: Radford, Mary Baldwin, garet Baumgardner, Connie Jones, the traditional Maypole Dance will be
Virginia Intermont, Sullins, Long- Liz Curren, Nancy Nestor, "Deanne presented as a tribute to Queen Dotwood, Hollins, William and Mary in Ayers, Jane Ragsdale, Verl Ann tie Ray Dawson and her court. This
Norfolk, Madison and Richmond Pro- Owens, Nancy Weirheim and Lois group consists- of: Rosalie Harris,
fessional Institute. This exhibit will Koontz will portray this jolly band Joan Bryant, Clairiece Gilbert, Patty
be open to view any time on Friday of men.
Jernigan, Carolyn Thome, Ginny
and Saturday.
Between the years of 1940-1949 a Viands, Laverne Long, Wanda HinThe second and third exhibits will military theme has been chosen as ton, Martha Snapp, Carole Wolfe, Pat
be in the library. The second will be this was a time in which we felt the Burkholder, Margie Buchanan, Linda
on prize winning architecture of 1955. results of a war. A military routine Nichols, Caroline Clay, Nancy Peters,
The third will be original prints, has been arranged by the junior class Aida De Luca, Pat Davis, Joan
etchings and lithographs from the physical education majors. Those Pharr, Barbara Haney, Jeanie BrinkVirginia State Museum Collection. participating are: Marie Foster, Joan ley, Nancy Dunn, and Barbara Myers.
-Two selections in these exhibits are:
7th Annual Honor Awards: American
Institute of Architecture of 1955, and
a group of etchings, engravings,
FRIDAY
woodcuts, and .lithographs by great
2:30 P.M.—Address of Welcome
artists of the Renaissance and ModPresident G. Tyler Miller,
ern periods; Original Prints from the
LL.D. — (Wilson AuditorHave you noticed some of your felMuseum Collection: No. 4. These
ium)
will be on display at any time the low students walking around campus
3:00 P.M.—Reading and Lecture
library is open.
in a daze? Or perhaps you've seen
—Allen Tate (Wilson AudiThe fourth exhibit will be the work girls participating in "no rain" dances.
torium)
of Madison students. The three art Don't be alarmed! these students are
4:00 P.M.—Art Exhibit:
i
studios and the corridor of third suffering from a dilemma which hits
Paintings by Artists in Virfloor Wilson Hall will be filled with Madison's campus every year at this
ginia Colleges. 50th Annivercurrent student work. The "studios time. Why? May Day, of course.
sary Tea (Alumnae Hall)
will be open on Friday until 5:00 pm. These girls are members of the Ath7:30 P.M.—Drama: — "The Theaand on Saturday until 5:45 p.m. with letic Association, the Association that
tre of the Soul" by Nikolai
the exception of the periods from has been sponsoring Madison's May
Yevreinov (translated by Ma12:00 to 1:00 and during the May Day Days since 1913, when the first May
rie Potapenkopand Christopher
program. According to Dr. Crystal Queen processed wearing her cheese
St. John) -iJfcStratfonl PlayTheodore head of Madison's art de- cloth gown. What a picture to beers (Wilsorr^BBii-.i-iuni)
partment the items on display will be hold? Many of us are quite glad that
8;45 P.M.—Forel^ Film: "The
taken from all levels, from the first times have changed.
Sheep Has Five Legs" with
Yes, times have changed, but the
freshman course to the most advanced
Fernandel (Wilson Auditorart course offered. They will be usual confusion exists at May Day
ium)
-»selected to represent the activities time. Just ask any member of the
and philosophy of the art department. A.A. They will verify this fact. In
SATURDAY
Everything in all exhibits will be September or soon thereafter, com9:00-10:30 A.M.—Art Exhibit and
carefully labeled and there will be mittees are chosen and research beAlumni Coffee (Alumnae Hall)
student hostesses to answer any ques- gins on the selected theme. The
11:30 A.M.—Lecture: "Idea in the
tions.
script is written and approved. Then
Short Story" — Nancy Hale
the fun begins—selection of May
(Wilson Auditorium)
Court, tapping, selection of the site
3:00 P.M.—May Day Ceremonies
for the festivities, etc., etc., etc. All
— The Athletic Association
we can say is good-luck kids. And
With the Dance Group of the
They find fault with the editor, and "Sam,"—don't trip over that wire
Woman's College of the Unisay he should be shot. The columns running across the quadrangle.
versity of North Carolina (The
are as peppy as a cemetery lot.
Regardless of the trouble, in this
Quadrangle)
They say he shows poor judgment; case the means is well worth the end
8:00 P.M. — Combined Concert
the jokes, they say, are stale. But results. Ever since 1913 May Day
The Glee Club of the Univerwhen the paper's issued (we say it has been the high point of the year's
sity of Richmond and the Con%\vith a smile), if someone doesn't get activity because it is the official homecert Choir of Madison College
one you can hear him yell a mile.
coming week-end.
9:00 P.M.—May Day Ball

Many Students Participate In Dances
Reaching Back Into Past May Days

College To Present
Four Art Exhibits

Athletic Association May Day Calendar
Sponsors May Day

AWt It The Truth
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Class of 1914:
Mrs. Mary Wallace Buck Rowe f
Elizabeth Mitchell
Anna Allen
Bessie Scoggins
Class of 1918:
Susie Hawkins
Audrey Harvie
Mrs. Flossie Grant Rush
Mrs. Georgia Foreman Smith
Class of 1919:
Mary Hawkins
Class of 1922:
Mrs. Reba Suter Callender
Class of 1923:
Mrs. Helen Smith Mugler
.
Class of 1924:
Mrs. Grace Rjekman Tanner
Class of 1925:
Mrs. I.ennis Shoemaker Thrower
Class ot 1926:
Mrs. Hazel Branch Landis
Courtney Garland Kyhn
Vi Dunnington
Class of 192.7:
Mrs. Lucille McLaughlin Heatwole
Class of 1928:
Mildred (Bill) Alphiri
Henrietta Sparrow
Mrs. Virginia Harvey Boyd
Mrs. Frances Cabell Jett
Mrs. Kathryn Womeldorf Roller '
Mr?. Lucy Davis Wright
Mrs. Virginia Fans Lowman
Mrs. Mary McNeil Willis
Mary Fray
. Mrs. Lucy Taylor Cole
Class of 1929:
Frances Bass Taylor
Mae Bass Mitchell
Margaret Bottom
Class of 1931:
Mary Holter
Class of 1932:
Mrs. Lucy Swortzel Draucker
Class of 1933:
Mrs, Sally Face Carleton
Mrs. Betty Bush Coyner
Louise Harris
Class of 1934:
Mrs. Hilda Hisey Fenner
Margaret Herd
Mrs. Mary Spitzer Etter
Class of 1935:
Hazel Holter
Class of 1936:
Fannie Rowe Brown
Class of 1937:
Ruth Spitzer
Elmira Renn
Class of 1938:
Mrs. Lena Mundy Long

Mrs. Jennie Spratley Nicholson
Mrs. Annie Lee Stone Failes
Mrs. Vivian Weatherly Talbot
Mrs. Mary Sale Dinsmore
Mrs. Evelyn Terrell Binger
Mrs. Anna Crance Adams
Mrs. Elsie Jarvis Brightwell
Mrs. Helen McMillan Pace
Mildred Miller
Mrs. Evelyn Vaughn Shrum
Mrs. Dorothy Slaven Tourgee
Mrsv Rebecca Myers Early
Class of 1940:
Mrs. Vivian Johnston Mackey
Class of 1942:
Kate Perkins
Mrs. Jane Dingledine Hueston
Mrs. Elizabeth Franklin Morton «
Emma Patterson
Class of 1945:
Mrs. Jean Raup Grady
Beatrice Marable
Class of 1946:
Mrs. Lorraine Eason Barclay
Mrs. June Anderson McBrayer
Class of 1947:
Thelma Crenshaw
Class of 1948:
S
Mrs. Charlotte Evans Douglas
Mrs. Catherine Payne Buckrop
Mrs. Betty Hoover Keyser
Mrs. Ellen Rader Wigren
Class of 1949:
Jean Shelley
Mrs. Margaret Egglorn Kite
Class of 1951:
Delores Webb
Class of 1952:
Mrs. Pat King York
Mrs. Roselyn Scarborough Houser
Class of 1953:
Betty Lou Driver
Mrs. Jonne Habcrstro Trotter
Mrs. Anne Thomas Wilson
Mrs, Jackie Brooks Everett
Mrs. Billie Tot ten Huff
Grace Matz
Harry Jeavons
Betty Munson Jeavons
Mrs. Mary Ann Long Mohrmann
Lucy Anne Botts
Class of 1954:
Mrs. Cora Frances Garth Smith
Shirley Walker

.^y

Class of 1956:

Helen Jean Jones
Caroline Addison
Rita Ritchie
Class of 1957:
Ann Hearl
Meade Field Kientz

Six Past May Queens
Return For Festivals
Six of Madison's past May Queens are returning to campus
this weekend for the fiftieth anniversary May Day Festival. As
they watch Dottie Ray Dawson being crowned, memories of other
years and other crowns will come back to them.

Ml ■'-.-

frM^x™ - *

This is what May Day looked like a very, very long time ago. Recognize
the campus???
Mrs. W. R. Gardner (Mary E.
Sturtevant) will remember the year
1924 and the vision she made in her
ballarina length, short-sleeved organdy
gown, with a headpiece and wreath
of tiny white flowers. •
Who can forget Mrs. David Bell
(Mary Green) in 1926 wearing a
white floor length gown with a train
10 feet wide and extending 15 feet
long. She carried a large bouquet
of white roses.
Mrs. Bayard Evans (Ruth Nichol)
will recall the year 1927. That year,
in a white organdy dress with puffed
sleeves to the elbows and carrying a
long bouquet of white roses, she was
declared Queen of the May.

In 1928 Mrs. Homer R. Wright
(Lucy Davis) was strikingly unforgettable in a black velvet gown trimmed in pearls. She wore a high extended collar of pearls around her
neck and carried white roses.
Mrs.' Paul Hauser Jr. (Rosolyn
Scarbough) will remember her fifteentiered nylon dress with ruffled skirt
and long sleeves with ruffled cuffs.
Mrs. Gerald McCormick (Gwendolyn Clark) will remember how the
felt on a May Day in 1955. Her
dress was short sleeved with fitted
bodice and six tiers of lace over white
satin. She wore elbow length lace
gloves and lace trailed from each side
to the back of her dress.

I
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Screening Of Applicants Necessary
For Entrance Into Anthony-Seeger

Juniors Elect Officers To
Lead For Coming Year

This is the third in a series of articles on the training school
under construction on Madison's campus.
Officers for the 1958-59v senior class were elected this past
For the 1958-59 session applications for the admission of stu- week.
dents to the Anthony-Seeger School can be obtained by contacting
Ann Carol Younkins will preside as president of the incoming
Dr. Charles G. Caldwell at Madison College (Telephone 4-6756, class. The other officers are Barbara Culler, vice-president; Mary
Extension 327).
Lee Hattaway, secretary; Louise Brooking, treasurer; and Annie
Since the enrollment including kinLee Jernigan, reporter.
dergarten will be limited to approximately two hundred pupils, and the
maximum class size will be twentyfive to thirty pupils, screening of applications will be necessary. A comrrlittee will assume this responsibility,
processing each application carefully,
with the view of obtaining a representative sampling in the school population. After the screening of these
applications by the College, they will
be referred to the School Boards of
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County for final approval.
Tuition
The administration of the College
has conferred with the school boards
of both Rockingham County and
Harrisonburg with regard to the
financial basis for educating the children of Rockingham County and Harrisonburg in the Anthony-Seeger
School.
Since approximately two

hundred children from these two
school divisions will be afforded educational opportunities in the AnthonySeeger School, it was proposed that
Rockingham County and Harrisonburg pay the per capita cost of instruction in the respective school system for each child sent to the campus school.
The School Board of Rockingham
County agreed to the proposal of the
administration of Madison College
for approximately sixty children from
the Pleasant Hill area. Consequently,
the sixty children from Rockingham
County served by the Pleasant Hill
School will be admitted to the Anthony-Seeger School without charge.
(To Be Continued.)

Anniversary Dance
Concludes May Day

Newly-elected Senior officers for next year are: Annie Lee Jernigan,
Louise Brooking, Ann Carol Younkins, Mary Lee Hattaway and Barbara
Cullar.
/
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Chrysalis Magazine
Now In Circulation
' Chrysalis is here! Yes, Madison's
new literary magazine went into circulation this afternoon at 2:30 at the
entrance to Wilson auditorium. Alumni, friends, and students may pick up
their free copies tomorrow morning in
the following places from the following people:
9:00-10:00 Alumnae Hall—Delores
Pinard and Mary Minor;
10:00-10:30 Alumnae Hall — Winifred Waite;
11:00-1:00 Wilson auditorium —
Emily Isom and Dorris Smith.
Chrysalis, which contains original,
essays, fiction, and poetry submitted
by Madison students, was published
by Criterion club, the new literary
club organized in the fall under the
sponsorship of Mrs. Martha Fodaski.
Those members working on the
magazine staff were: editor, Winifred
Waite; make-up, Mary Minor, Grace
Mercer; selection, Dorris Smith, Delores Pinard, Joyc» Fisher, Sylvia
Brugh, Anna Bland Taison, and Isabelle Walters; publicity and circulation, Rachel Nuttall, Idie Capron,
Sharon Isom; art, Ellen Turpin,
Elaine Phelas. The magazine cover
was designed by Hazel Gross.
The magazine, which the club plans
to continue publishing in the future,
was the organization's major project
although it has been active in other
endeavors throughout the year. For
example, on January 11, the club presented a program on contemporary
poetry over the Harrisonburg television
station.
The
program,
"Through the Looking Glass with
Modern Poetry," introduced modern
poetry to the layman and discussed
the misunderstandings between the
layman and the poet Criterion programs have included a discussion of
"The Sun Also Rises," the hovefand
the movie, by Mr. Thomas Leigh and
Mr. Cecil Eby; a reading by members of the club of two contemporary
plays; a reading of the poetry of
Dylan Thomas by Mrs. Fodaski;
movies of literary value; and several
socials at the home of Mrs. Fodaski.
Officers of the Criterion club for
1958-59 are: president, Peggy Frith*;
vice-president, June Stinson; secretary, Sharon Isom; treasurer, Dolores
Pinard; reporter, Annie Le Jernigan.
o

The Anniversary Ball, the long
Ann Carol, daughter of Mr. and her other activities include Cotillion
awaited conclusion to our annual May
Mrs. W. Younkins, hails from Hag- Dance club, vice-president of Logan
Day, will be presented Saturday night, erstown, Maryland. She is majoring
dormitory, ACE, treasurer of PanCupid is up to his old tricks again May 3, from 9 until 12 p.m. Music in English and French. Some of her he'llanic Council, and Alpha Sigma
here on, the Madison College campus. by the Starliters will complement the other activities include Kappa Delta Tau social sorority.
Recently, glittering diamonds and fra- atmosphere created by the May Day Pi, Stratford Players, French club,
Louise, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ternity pins have put stars in the eyes 50th anniversary festivities. Tickets German Dance club, and Alpha Sigma W. W. Brooking, is from Arlington.
for the dance are $3.75 per-couple.
of many Madison girls.
Alpha social sorority.
'
She is a major in secondary educaBand leader, Charles Ellis, and his
Barbara,
daughter
of
Mr.
and Mrs. tion.
Her other activities include
The following are the Madison girls group hail from Hopewell, Virginia.
that have recently received fraternity They have established quite a good J. N. Culler, is a native of Richmond. Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma Phi Lambda,
pins: Joyce Hennings, a freshman, is reputation for themselves in the Rich- She is majoring in elementary educa- Math club, Schoolma'am staff, Junior
Barbara is active in Kappa Marshall, and Pi Kappa Sigma social
pinned to Private James A. Zullo, Jr. mond-Hopewell area and play fre- tion.
Delta
Pi,
Sigma Phi Lambda, SEA, sorority.
of the United States Marine Corps; quently for supper clubs and officers'
ACE,
Cotillion
Dance club, and viceAnnie Lee, daughter of S. H. JerniSara Chinn, a freshman, is pinned to clubs in that area.
president of Alpha Sigma Tau social gan, is from Richmond. She is maJohn Loker of the Virginia PolytechThe featured event of our Anniverjoring in English. She participates
nic Institute; and Mary Wood, a sary Ball will be the formation of sorority.
Mary-Lee is the daughter of Mr. in Sigma Phi Lambda, is secretary
freshman, is pinned to Carlos Costos the figure. Dottie Ray Dawson, May
and Mrs. T. H. Hattaway, from of Cotillion Dance club, reporter of
of the University of Virginia.
Queen, will lead the figure with Anne
Portsmouth. She is ma.'oring in ele- Criterion, Kappa Delta Pi, and Pi
Kitty Kelly, a senior, is pinned to Cox, Maid of Honor. The May Court mentary education and art. Some of Kappa Sigma social sorority.
Carl Saufley; Becky Athey, a sopho- princesses will be adorned in spring
more, is pinned to Onza Hyatt of shades of medium blue. The attendVMI; and Susan Gore, a sophomore, ants will wear lighter shades of blue,
is pinned to Bruce MacBeth of Davis and the Queen and the Maid of Honor
will wear the traditional flowing white
and Elkins College.
gowns.
Mittie Green, a freshman, is enThe Social committee is in charge
gaged to Randolph Gay of the United of special arrangements for the dance.
by Shirley Jacobs
States Navy; Carroll Sue Sink, a sen- The new chairman of this committee
The Greek World presidents discuss final plans to welcome
ior, is engaged to Wayne Garber; is Beth Morris. Her committee condates,
parents and returning sisters of the six social sororities on
Jackie Poe, a senior, is engaged to sists of: Dottie Ray Dawson, Nan
campus.
The plans seem to reveal that there will be much activity Running down the aisle April 30 in
Jimmy Charapich of Morris Harvey Gard, Caroline Evans, Barbara Banks,
College in Charleston, West Virginia; retiring chairman, senior representa- for the Greek World Alumnae.
assembly singing "This is Our Class
Carolyn Hargrave, a freshman, is en- tives; Betty Barbour, Charlotte Gush,
Day," the freshman class began their
gaged to Dick Bent ley; Barbara Gen- Wilda Kesterson, junior represenday of festivities. The freshman class
try is engaged to Tommy Haden of tatives; Janet Abbott, Barbara Dickpresented' Rod Strong, a dancer, as
the University of Virginia; Betty Sue erson, Nina Gawen, Bev Persing,
their entertainer.
Ellmore is engaged to Bob Lowen- sophomore representatives; and WinAfter a joyous afternoon of camback, and Ellen Jones is engaged to me Barrett, Phyllis Fizer, Verna
pus cutting, and the banquet that
Don Mayo of Arlington, Virginia.
Jones, freshman representatives.
night, the excited freshmen donned
Pat Davies, of the Student Governtheir costumes for their first venThe next important step was taken ment Association, is in charge of pubture in a class night performance.
by Harriet Duff, a junior, who be- licity for "the dance and Bev Persing,
Suddenly the curtains were opened
came Mrs. James Stevens over the social committee member is in charge
as everyone looked breathlessly at
Easter vacation.
of the decorations for Reed gymnaeach other across the stage—the time
sium.
The gym will be sporting
was here! The time to tell everyone
streamers of national blue, white and
about "Alice in Ivyland." As the
SEE OUR
gold.
clock ticked the time away, the laughter from the merry upperclassmen
Refreshments at the dance will be
suddenly breathed a newness of life
served by the Standards committee
into the script characters as Alice bewith Stuart Brooks as chairman.
NeWly-elected leaders in the Greek world are: Anne Silman, Sigma Sigma gan her escapades at IVU.
After the dance is over, girls and
Alice's adventure reveals how she
their dates may go to their respective Sigma; Charlotte Gush, vice-president of Alpha Sigma Alpha; Anita Balderson, Theta Sigma Upsilon; Dobbie Dean, Pi Kappa Sigma; Patsy Hubers, finally got a date through her roomdorms or sorority houses for the cof- Zeta Tau Alpha and Judy Wise, Alpha Sigma Tau.
mate Diana with Peter Hare. Alice's
fee hour.
Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sigma Sigma Sigma
own brother's roommate. Because of
All in all," with the smooth and
Alpha Sigma Alpha plans include
"At the Sign of the
Sigma Sigma Sigma plans a coffee a misunderstanding about where to
flowing music of the Starliters and
the lovely decorations, the Anniver- a Mother-Patroness ceremony and hour at Sprinkle Saturday from meet, Alice could not find Peter dur-.
Big Yellow Pencil:'
sary Ball should provide a very ex- after May Day ceremonies, open 12:00 noon until 1:15 p.m., and a re- ing the big game at IVU's Mad
house and coffee hour at Carter for ception following May Day ceremonies Week-end. This was a tragedy to
citing and enjoyable evening.
parents, dates and alumnae.
for parents, guests and alumnae.
Alice, but nevertheless she went on to
Alpha Sigma Tau
Theta Sigma Upsilon
the Tappa Kegga Beer frat house
Alpha Sigma Tau will have open
Theta Sigma Upsilon will have open hoping to see Peter there. He was
house and a coffee hour at Zirkle, house and coffee hour at Messick for suffering at this time from an acute
Saturday. Open house will be from parents, dates and alumnae following case of "Duchessalites" as he dodged
2:00 p.m. until 5:00 p.m. and from the May Day ceremonies.
his mother, throughout the week-end.
7:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. On Sunday
Zeta Tau Alpha
It seemed to everyone, that Alice and
open house will be from 2:00 p.m.
Zeta Tau Alpha plans to have open Peter would never meet but fortunateuntil 5:00 p.m.
house and a coffee hour at Dingledine ly they bumped into each other at
Pi Kappa Sigma
for parents, dates and alumnae fol- the bus station. Alice's brother, Mark
Pi Kappa Sigma plans to have lowing May Day ceremonies. On Sun- Tuttle, and her roommate noticing
open house and a coffee hour for day at 9:00 a.m., there will be a them together apologizing for the
parents, dates, and alumnae after May breakfast served to parents, dates, and mishap hurried over to make the
Day ceremonies.
alumnae.
formal introductions just as the bus
was about to leave. But not before
Peter had gotten Alice's address, after
a bit of spelling difficulty, did the
bus pull off for Madhatison.
The curtains were drawn on the
"Remember Mother's Day with a portrait"
final act as officers, directors, cast, stage
crew and committee members rejoiced
122 Sooth Main St—Dial 4-2933—Harrisonburg, Va.
in having produced a successful night.
e«iin«nininioinioi^^

Madison Girls Receive
Cupid's Sign Of Love
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Greek World Presidents Discuss
Plans For Entertaining Guests

Freshmen Perform
Superb Class Night

MOTHER'S DAY
CARDS

JULIAS' RESTAURANT
Now Serving Genuine
Pizza Pie
ORDERS PREPARED TO TAKE OUT
Dial

4-4997

CHARLES & POLLY-Photographers

201 N. Main St.

Harrisonburg, Virginia
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Madison Takes Part Joint Choirs Present
Music For May Day
In Lacrosse Meet
. University of Richmond Glee

Sport's Flash
With Ash
Have you ever seen such a birthday party? Ole M.C. will
never be the same after this celebration of her fiftieth year. May
we wish our Alma Mater the best there is to offer—ourselves.
It's good to see the alumni back on campus. Many of them
who teach in the Arlington area send their regrets in not being
able to come down since BO much time was lost because of sickness and snow and the school board found it necessary for them
to teach on Saturday mornings. To all those alumni that are able
to attend this celebration we welcome you and say that it is good
to see you again.
Congratulations to the members of the extramural archery
squad for their fine performance in Saturday's match with Westhampton.
Hats off to those girl* from Madison who played for the Virginia Lacrosse Association this weekend at the tournament and to
Miss O'Neill who also played. The Virginia Association had two
games schedufed: Madison vs. Sweetbriar and Madison vs. William
and Mary, the hostess school, and was victor, in both. This is
quite a tribute to those persons responsible for initiating and promoting lacrosse at Madison.
What's happened to tennis? Well, tennis has hit an immovable wall. What wall—well, Mother Nature, and we can't buck
her.
Sorry that this is late but I would like to mention the senior
physical education majors vs. the freshman physical education majors Softball game that was played two Wednesdays ago. It was
a good game which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The final score
showed the seniors over the freshmen 3 to 1.
Speaking of softball, don't forget the intramural program!
Softball, tennis, archery, lacrosse and golf are still being offered
between rain drops.
Along the line of baseball, just a bit of information for you.
The Cubs executed the first triple play of the season this past week
in their game with the San Francisco Giants. The interesting part
of the play is that the last of the three outs was made at first
when Willie Mays was tagged. , In case you don't know, he is one
of the fastest base runners in the major leagues.
"Sam," Martha and the rest of the A.A. are saying, "Let it
rain, let it rain, just as long as it is pretty for May Day." We all
have our fingers crossed, Sam! Hope everything turns out well.
(Actually we're sure it will).
'Til then—attend the events offered for you this weekend.

Madison Team Meets Westhampton
In First Archery Match Of Season
Saturday, April 26, 2:00 p.m. found five Madison students and
five Westhampton students on Madison's archery range for the
purple and gold's first match of the season. Those girls who shot
for M. C. were Liz Dawson, Bets Hommowun, Jewell Gross, Joyce
Fisher and Gloria Whitlock.
:»tf-'^'v:-

A feeling of pride, accomplishment,
and satisfaction was felt by the six
girls from Madison who attended the
lacrosse tournament as members of
the Virginia Association team. Miss
Marion O'Neill, the key figure in the
promotion of lacrosse at Madison,
felt these even more deeply.
Sara Welch, Sandra Anderson, Gail
Matthews, Nancy Hooper, Hilah Edney and Pam Guy were those Madison students who played in the state
tournament, held for the selection of
players to represent Virginia in the
National Tournament, as members of
the Virginia team. This team is composed primarily of coaches in, Virginia, with our own Miss O'Neill
serving as captain of the team.
Prior to this tournament, Sweetbriar was considered the top team in
the state. They lost this rating, however, after their contest with the Virginia Association. From all reports
it was an excellent game and was
especially good for Virginia who won
4 to 3. Nancy Hooper, Sandra Anderson and Miss O'Neill did all the
scoring for the Virginia team.
Virginia's second contest in the
tournament was with William and
Mary, the hostess school. Again the
opposing team was unable to penetrate the strong Virginia defense, nor
were they able to stop the scoring
of O'Neill, Hooper and Anderson.
The final score of this game showed
Virginia on top, 4 to 2. Miss Marjorie Berkley, Virginia team, was unable to participate because of an injured leg.
As mentioned before, teams were
chosen to' represent Virginia in the
National Tournament td be held at
Goucher College from May 30 to June
1. Miss O'Neill was selected to play
third man on the Virginia State first
team. She was also elected captain
of this team. Nancy Hooper, Pam
Guy, and Sara Welch, were elected
as center, left defense wing, and
goalie respectively for the Virginia
reserve team. The state team is anticipating taking Nancy Hooper and
Pam Guy to Nationals as substitutes.
The Virginia team has a game scheduled on May 10 with Westhampton
on the latter's field. After their
showing in the state tournament, you
may rest assured that they will afford
Westhampton a hard game.
Congratulations to you Madison
students who played such outstanding
games last week-end and special congratulations to Miss O'Neill!
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HAVE YOUR WATCH
REPAIRED AT

HEFNER'S
Where The Work Is
Guaranteed
And The Price Is
Reasonable
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SEND THE BREEZE HOME

470.
Often times the novice feels that
archery is a simple sport to master.
They feel a slight disillusionment as
soon as they try to select a bow of
the correct weight and arrows of the
proper length. The next step is the
stringing of the bow. This can be
a very frustrating experience as many
a new archer knows. Then you try
to hit the target! It sure can move
around at times.
However, with
practice, the art of straight shooting
can be mastered.

NEWS

CO.

MADISON COLLEGE SOUVENIRS
MAGAZINES & NOVELTIES
(Adjacent Va. Theater)

The Very Bert Way of Showing Your Love or
Appreciation Ie With Flowers From:

SUSAN-JANE FLOWERS & GIFT SHOP
State Theatre Bldg.

46773

HELD OVER

"Best Picture
of The Year"

IRGINIA

WIN A GLORIOUS 17-DAY
TRIP TO EUROPE
FOR TWO!
via

'Marjorie
Momingsta
r

KLM
ROY4L DUTCH AIRLINES

KEEPSAKE
Diamond Rings
Giant Sweepstakes
2nd PRIZES (4)
$1000 Keepsake Diamond Rings

3rd PRIZES (10)

KEUY.~U.WOOD

jGMEl

TREVOR WYNN SLOANE

$500 Keepsake Diamond Rings

No Puzzles—No Jingles—
Nothing To Buy
JUST COME IN AND WRITE
YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS
ON FREE ENTRY BLANK.

JOHN W.
TALIAFERRO
JEWELER
83 S. Main St.

MILNER-JONES ^SS^i
1
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WED. and THUR.
Deborah KERR
David NIVEN
Jean SEBERG

"Bonjour
Tristesse"
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Mother deserves
the best always
. . . that's why
you'll want to remember her with a Hallmark Mother's
Day Card, created especially for her.
And for Mother's Day gifts, we have a
selection of gift wraps in lovely feminine
designs . . . matching papers, ribbons
and enclosures.
Choose your cards and gift wraps at

SMTTH-HAYDEN
SCIENTIFIC CLEANERS, INC.

t

SIAII

MOTHER'S DAY
CARDS

let us pick up
and perk up
your winter-weary clothes
Before storing winter garments . . . let us perk them
up to springtime freshness
with our superb dry cleaning
and StawNu Finishing Process. Call us today.

<

Free Passes State

*

■■*■•■

NOVELTY

Janet DiMisa, Barbara Hill, Louise
Jones, Thelma Jones, Kitty Kelly,
Club Wilda Kesterson, Ella Sue Kiracofe,
and Madison Concert Choir will pre- Virginia Langel, Gladys Lewis, and
sent a combined concert Saturday, James Berry.
May 3, at 8:00 p.m. in Wilson auditorium.
Barbara Baber, Evelyn Arrington,
I
Narshella Burruss, Vivian Connelly,
Kyrie (from the Seventh Mass)
Alice Consolvo, Betsy Conwell, Zilja
**
Antonio Lotti Cooper, Pat Hubers, Mary Lee HatGod's Time Is The Best (from
taway, and Gordon Bayles.
Church Cantata No. 106) J. S. Bach
Flute Accompaniment by
Anita Anderson
Hospodi Pomilui
S. V. Lvovsky
Send Out Thy LighUMily Balakirew
Thirteenth Psalm .. Johannes" Brahms
Madison College Glee Club
II
Salvation Belongeth To Our God
Paul Tchesnokoff
Cocnam Cum Discipulis
Gumpelzhaimer
Christ The Lord Is Risen
12th Century Hymn
Were You There
Negro Spiritual
University of Richmond
Men's Glee Club
III
. Malaguena
Lecuona
Solo—Lucy Hook
Five Fragments of Jade _ Von Takacs
The Wee Cooper P'Fyfe
Scottish Fcdk Song, arr. Bell
Without A Song
— Youmans
You'll Never Walk Alone ..... Rodgers
Madison College Glee Club
IV
Shall I, Wasting In Despair
Old English Air
Whiffenpoof Song
— Minnegerode
Lorena
Traditional
Ttthn'iCc**
Standin' On The Corner
_ Loesser
The Man I Love
Gershwin
Solo—Betsy Goodman
University of Richmond
A STANLEY WARNER THEATRE
• Men's Glee Club
V
Agnue Dei
Pergolesi
I Hear A Voice A-Pray in'
Bright
Combined Glee Clubs
The glee clubs are directed by L.
NOW thru TUES.
S. Bucher and James Erb.

only the best will do.

Preparing for a busy day with the bow and arrows are Grace Arendall,
Hildred Hull and Kay Keatley.
The match consisted of a Junior
Columbian Round. In this type of
round a total of 72 arrows are shot
from the 40, 30 and 20 yard lines.
Madison score totaled 1905 points and
331 hits while JVesthampton's was
1386 points and 278 hits. These made
an average of 381 points per archer
for Madison and 277 for Westhampton.
Joyce Fisher, of Madison, was the
top scorer in the tournament Joyce
scored on 71 out of the possible 72
arrows with her total score being

Free Virginia Passes
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